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Abstract: 

 

Bacterial phytochromes are optically sensitive proteins.  Knowing their photocycle is needed for developing better 

fluorescent proteins. A detailed analysis of the time-resolved absorption and fluorescence properties of the dimeric 

and monomeric Deinococcus radiodurans chromophore-binding domains (DrCBD and DrCBDmon) and its dimeric 

DrCBD-D207H and DrCBD-Y263F variants were done. The primary step in photoconversion is a twist in the 

C15=C16 double bond of the biliverdin and hydrogen bond between His-290 and ring D. These events are apparently 

followed by three competing processes: excited state proton transfer, fluorescence, and isomerization in the C15=C16 

double bond. The isomerization leads to the formation of Lumi-R state, which takes place within nanoseconds. Both 

Y263F and D207H substitution diminish the isomerization of DrCBD by changing the environment near the 

biliverdin. In DrCBD, the Lumi-R state is followed by the Meta-Rc-like state that forms via Meta-Ra state. However, 

in the case of DrCBDmon the Meta-Ra state was not obtained. Overall, these studies reveal comprehensive 

photoinduced kinetics of DrCBD protein and its variants that range from femtoseconds to milliseconds. 
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